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Holding a position amongst the council of North Carolina alongside other representative
counterparts implies more than just conforming to the general expectations and actions of the
commonly elected society.
BBYO has worked collectively on an international level to incorporate more education
upon their council practices. Such practices emphasize the action of delivering along with
promoting the common affairs of Israel to teens. Israel education rests highly among one of the
few essentials regarding a well rounded Council Shaliach. I not only plan to promote Israel
education through a more compelling perspective but I plan to implement an online program that
will effectively inform others. As council Shaliach, I plan to and work alongside others in
establishing a monthly podcast. This podcast will be recorded monthly throughout alternating
chapters present among the North Carolina Council. The dialogue present within the Podcast
will discuss and relate events occurring in Israel on a present-day account. Once the podcast
has been recorded at one of the 4 monthly programs through alternating chapters, this visual
video will be sent to teens within BBYO as well as the community. Through developing this
monthly podcast, I will work to ensure and enhance interests held around relevant israel
education.
Shabbot defines one of the few highly emphasized events that socially shapes the
cultural definition of the Jewish community. Global Shabbat addresses what it means to stand
beside others as a Jew within today's advancing society. Global Shabbat defines a limited time
where us teens can reunite amongst the presence of each other for a meal. Global Shabbat
defines one of the few essential representations of a North Carolina Council Shaliach. As
Council Shaliach, I plan to introduce and establish a theme or cultural thread around Global
Shabot. Such a theme will invite chapters to collectively decide on an idea to physically present
themselves within. Not only will introducing and enforcing a theme around Global Shabbat
enhance the excitement and general experience of the event but it will advance the number of
individuals interested in attending. Themes allow for more excitement and collective
representations.
StandUp invites young teen representatives to conform to a single society and
collectively work towards one objective in relation to the Jewish Community. Completing acts of
service through the long term ambitions of Judaism not only advances teens perspectives on
the acts and true meanings of Israel but ensure a lasting impact upon the community. StandUp
defines one of the few entailed practices that are called for actively within the BBYO community.
I will work proactively to enforce a more clear and enjoyable perspective upon the
general objective of Stand Up programs. Such an action will be pursued through collaborating
with all chapters and enforcing competitive aspects around the event itself working towards a
single objective. Through incorporating collectively developed chapter teams into StandUp
programs, service objectives will become more clear to the teen perspective.

